EVERHART MUSEUM
TRADITIONS AT HOME

BEGINNER
PYSANKY
YOU WILL NEED:

1. A KISTKA OR TRADITIONAL PYSANKY TOOL (ALTERNATIVE - A PENCIL WITH A SMALL NAIL AT THE END. A LIGHT CRAYON WILL ALSO WORK FOR VERY YOUNG ARTISTS!)
2. A SMALL CANDLE
3. BEESWAX
4. AN EGG
5. EGG DYE (ALTERNATIVES - KIDS EGG DYE FROM KIT OR NATURAL PIGMENT SUCH AS TEA)
DRAW GUIDELINES ONTO EGG. ONE HORIZONTAL LINE, ONE VERTICAL LINE AND TWO DIAGONAL LINES WILL KEEP YOUR DESIGNS SYMMETRICAL
Choose and draw design. Pictured above are:
1. Pine Needles - Health
2. Curls - Protection
3. Flowers/Plant - Rebirth
ADD WAX.
IF YOU ARE USING A KISTKA, FILL THE CHAMBER WITH BEESWAX AND WARM OVER FLAME. WITH A PENCIL, DIP NAIL OR PIN INTO MELTED WAX AND APPLY WAX TO EGG.
COMPLETE LAYER 1 COLOR (WHITE)
EACH APPLICATION OF WAX WILL HOLD THE COLOR OF THE EGG.
THESE LINES COVERED WITH WAX ARE WHITE, OR THE COLOR OF THE NATURAL SHELL.
COLOR PROCESS:
It is best to start with the lightest dye color first. After each layer of color, add a layer of wax to hold color of your lines. Sketching your egg design in advance will help you plan the colors of your lines. Eventually your entire egg will be covered in wax. Do not remove wax until color process is complete.
WAX REMOVAL AND REVEAL

Once all layers of color are complete, you may begin to remove the wax by holding the egg slightly above your candle flame, melting wax. Wipe excess wax with cloth.

Wax is unfortunately not very forgiving, so once the wax hits the surface it will hold the color underneath. Scratching eggs surface is possible for wax removal, but difficult.
PASSING TRADITIONS

PYSANKY IS A TRADITIONAL ART I LEARNED FROM MY GRANDMOTHER STARTING AT THE AGE OF 7. THIS IS A PHOTOGRAPH OF ME SITTING IN FRONT OF A COAL STOVE, CAREFULLY APPLYING WAX WITH MY HOMEMADE TOOL. I’VE TAUGHT BASIC PYSANKY TECHNIQUES TO MY CHILDREN (4 YRS AND 5 YRS) USING TRADITIONAL KISTKAS. ITS BECOME A GREAT BONDING EXPERIENCE FOR US AND WILL HOPEFULLY CONTINUE THROUGH THE NEXT GENERATION.
CREATE AND SHARE!

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU! SHARE YOUR FINISHED PRODUCT WITH US BY EMAILING PROGRAMS@EVERHART-MUSEUM.ORG

OR BY USING THE HASHTAG #EVERHARTTRADITIONSATHOME